Good Food Store ECO•Takeouts
How does the ECO•Takeout program work?

First, purchase any of the 3 styles of our reusable ECO•Takeouts for $5 at the GFS customer
service desk. Then take it to the deli or meat and seafood counter, where you can fill your
ECO•Takeout at the salad bar, hot bar, antipasto bar or soup bar. (Please place soups in only the
“bucket” style ECO•Takeout.) You can also give it to our service staff and have them place your
sandwich or your favorite deli salads or meat/seafood purchase in it. Wash the ECO•Takeout at
home, then bring it back to the customer service desk the next time you visit. Before making your
food choices during this next visit, you must
exchange your home cleaned ECO•Takeout for
one that we have washed and sanitized here.

Can’t I skip the exchange and use the
ECO•Takeout I used on my last visit?

No, food safety regulations require that we
do the final cleaning and sanitizing here at
the store. You will wash the container in your
possession and we’ll have a supply of clean
ECO•Takeouts at the customer service desk
ready for a quick exchange. Complying with
this restriction is important for us to be able to
continue to offer the ECO•Takeout program.

Where at the Good Food Store will I exchange my home-cleaned ECO•Takeout?
The ECO•Takeout exchange location is the customer service desk.

What happens if I lose my ECO•Takeout or break it?

If you lose your container but wish to still be in the program, you will be required to purchase a
new ECO•Takeout. The Good Food Store will remove from circulation any containers that are no
longer usable. You will be responsible for purchasing a replacement ECO•Takeout if the container
you’re exchanging is damaged beyond normal wear and tear.

Are ECO•Takeouts BPA-free? Are they microwave-safe?

Yes, ECO•Takeouts are BPA-free and microwave-safe. (We’re cautious, though, and recommend
you avoid microwaving food in any plastic containers if you have an alternative option.)
ECO•Takeouts are also dishwasher-safe.

What if I forget to bring my ECO•Takeout when I come to the deli for a meal?

To receive a sanitized ECO•Takeout at our exchange location you will need to bring us your homecleaned container. You may want to consider purchasing more than one ECO•Takeout so you can
have one in your backpack or reusable shopping bag and another in the car.
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